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The Evan-Moor Building Spelling Skills, Grade 2 Teacher's Edition gives gr. 2 students the ability
to learn 300 new spelling words, all while using a variety of activities and methods. Second
graders will learn to read, write and spell each of the 10 words on the 30 different weekly
spelling lists, while also solving puzzles, playing sorting games and completing hidden word
exercises to gain additional work with each of the words. Teachers can track the progress of their
grade two students with forms included in the teaching resource book as well.300 Spelling
Words- Our spelling workbook has 30 weeks of spelling lists, each of which contain 10 different
words, so your second graders will gain a mastery of 300 spelling words by the end of the
school yearTricky Sounds- Some words are difficult to learn to spell because of tricky ow, ou and
oo sounds, but our weekly lists will help young students sort out the differencesFun Puzzles-
While they're learning, the grade two students will also have some fun, as they'll be using the
spelling words in sorting games and configuration puzzlesDiction Sentences- With each of the
spelling words, you'll receive two diction sentences, which help the students learn to recognize
the words in contextTracking Progress- Teachers can see how each individual student is
performing on the spelling tests with a record form that tracks each type of activity occurring in
the spelling activity workbook

About the AuthorEvan-Moor has been providing high-quality, creative, and engaging PreK-8
educational resources for teachers and parents since 1979. Our mission is helping children
learn, and we do this by providing teachers and parents with the resources they need to cultivate
a love of teaching and learning. Our award-winning content is created by highly experienced
educators, aligned with the most current standards, and available across the curriculum.
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Marion G., “Product was damaged in perfect wrapping. I give the actual product 5 stars because
it looks like it will be a good spelling curriculum for my rising 2nd grader, however, when I opened
the package the cover of the book was damaged. The wrapping that it came in was perfect so
this is strictly an Amazon Fulfillment Services issue.”

Sabetha Danes, “Well laid out lesson plan.. I had a really hard time deciding which spelling book
to go with, shopping online makes it harder to buy school books when you can't flip through all
the pages. But this one is fantastic. The pages that accompany each set of words are engaging
enough to not feel like she is learning to spell or repeating the same words over and over again
for the lesson. Each week the words are slightly more challenging in than the last. I also love that
there are bonus lines. I've been using these to add words that she had a hard time with from the
previous week. We will definitely buy the next great once she has mastered this one.”

Simple Mom, “Good Practice!. This is good daily bite size spelling activities for 2nd graders. For
a mid-level to strong second grade reader spelling the words will be on the easy side. You can
add challenge words to compensate or purchase a grade up. This helps kids recognize word
structure and hopefully they can apply to more difficult words. I recommend talking through the
structure and then having a list of words with similar structure they can Identify.”

CK, “Great addition. This is great supplement for the summer as kids enter the next grade. For
3rd grade and up almost "self study" if they can say. the words. We've purchased 1-5 over the
years for both kids. Our kids can complete "1 week" in less than 15 mins so it is good daily
practice ( a few days a week).”

Lace, “Great homeschool workbook. This is a great spelling book for littles. I like that is has 4
pages of work using the spelling words. My daughter can spell most of the words just from doing
the pages. We use it for a homeschool spelling workbook. I've used some of the other grades in
this series, and they are good as well.”

Konstantina Marinakos, “Below grade level but perfect for us. Reasonably priced spelling
workbook for my seven year old boy. He needs to get caught up on spelling, so even though I
wouldn't consider the word lists typical for a second grader, it's good for what he needs.”

S. Anderson, “Restored confidence!. Great resource book for building spelling skills. Fun and
simple practice activities. Several spelling strategies provided that helped to build my child’s
confidence after an ineffective public school experience. We do spelling ‘reviews’ now in place
‘texts’. He corrects his own work and no longer dreads writing not the his spelling skills have
improved. Highly recommended for homeschoolers and those who want an extra boost in the



summer.”

kashif, “Love this book.. This is one of my favourite spelling workbooks. The test part also
includes the diction - which is amazing. Plus the extra practice is not very easy - forces the child
to think. It gets much practice without overwhelming the child.”

Taylor herbert, “Homeschool. Fantastic for Homeschooling. My daughter flew through the book.
Simple and easy to understand explanations.  Will buy again if needed”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent homeschooling resource. We homeschool and this was
GREAT for my son. We love the Evan-Moor products and this one was no different.”

SD, “Nice workbook. Great warm up book. Encourages independent work. Easy to use and quick
to get through.”

Sundayc, “very helpful. My sisters tutor recommends this book, it's very good. Not so boring, my
sister likes it and she has already finished doing exercises in this book”

The book by Joseph Harris has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 683 people have provided feedback.
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